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Higher modes of the mixed buoyant-Marangoni unstable convection
originated from a droplet dissolving in a liquid/liquid system
with miscibility gap

Marcello Lappaa) and Chiara Piccolo
MARS (Microgravity Advanced Research and Support Center), Via Gianturco 31, 80146 Napoli, Italy

(Received 22 March 2004; accepted 30 August 2004; published online 21 October 2004)

Some phenomena, never observed before, concerning a system composed by two organic-liquid
bicomponent phases with a miscibility gap, used as transparent surrogates for immiscible metal
alloys, are discussed and elucidated in the framework of experimental analyses and numerical
simulations. It is shown that a single dissolving droplet at the bottom of a test cell behaves as an
intriguing pattern-forming dynamical system leading to a wealth of different spatiotemporal modes
of convection when the imposed temperature gradient is increased. The last part of the analysis is
devoted to comparison with other similar phenomena(the flow instability pertaining to the
Marangoni convection around bubbles surrounded by a liquid heated from above, and the case of
rising buoyant jets), showing analogies and differences. Such a comparison is also used as a means
to focus on the intrinsic nature of the present instability. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
[DOI: 10.1063/1.1808372]
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I. INTRODUCTION

A miscibility gap in the liquid phase characterizes m
different systems, e.g., special metal alloys, binary mixt
of organic liquids, sulfides and silicates systems, and gla
and liquid crystals. Many industrial applications and p
cesses are based on miscibility gap and related phenom

When these liquids are cooled below a critical temp
ture, they tend to separate into two components at diffe
compositions(the so-called minority and majority phase).
Each component exhibits a different concentration of the
pure substances initially used for the alloy and behaves
immiscible phase with different physical properties(density,
viscosity, thermal conducibility, etc.). This is very similar to
a system of water and oil at room temperature in which
two components separate from each other after having
shaken into a near single solution. The difference betw
the aforementioned systems and the water/oil couple, be
the materials, is that the latter is already below the temp
ture at which the demixing process occurs spontaneousl
the shaking, performed after thermodynamic decompos
has occurred, will only break droplets into smaller drop
but will not break them up to the infinitesimal size tha
required to have an homogeneous solution(from which the
often used denomination of “immiscible alloys”).

Failure to obtain uniform dispersions of the mino
component through the majority liquid in space as well a
ground is usually referred to as “the phase separation
lem.” This aspect represents a very important topic in m
rials science of multiphase multicomponent alloys and
merous investigations have been performed in the las
decades. Theoretical ones discussing aspects of conc
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drop nucleation, growth, and collisional coagulation in
persions with moderate or large concentration of dro
(see, e.g., the excellent and recent studies of Wuet al.1 and
Zinchenko and Davis2), and fundamental experiment
numerical analyses that tried to understand Marangoni
tion, Stokes sedimentation, and the interaction of both
single and/or pairs of interacting droplets(see, e.g., Mang
and Stone,3 Subramanian and Balasubramaniam4). Often, for
the sake of simplicity, liquids without a miscibility gap we
selected as model fluids for these fundamental studies.
investigators focused on coalescence or noncoalescen
pects(e.g., Daviset al.,5 Monti et al.6). A quite exhaustiv
overview of the different contributions and of the meth
employed has been provided by Lappa.7

As pointed out by Ratke,8 however, possible dissolutio
processes still should be regarded as a relevant part o
problem even if, as explained before, the phases beha
immiscible when they are formed. Droplets, formed in s
regions, in fact, can move(owing to Marangoni migration o
gravitational sedimentation) to regions with different tem
perature. Since the phases, on the basis of the phase dia
have different equilibrium concentrations at different t
peratures, a droplet that is in equilibrium(i.e., immiscible)
with the surrounding liquid in a certain region at a cer
temperature will be no longer in such a stable condition
rapidly moves to another zone with different temperat
Therein, in fact, it will tend to return to equilibrium exchan
ing mass with the surrounding phase and leading to the
of solutal convection.

The comprehension of these aspects is still in a
embryonic condition. Some initial effort dealing with mic
gravity conditions has been provided by Bassano.9 The main
goal of his analysis, with respect to previous studies con
ing immiscible liquids, was to clarify at what extent the th
ia
mally induced drop migration is affected by the dissolutionit

© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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process. Conditions corresponding to the aforementi
lack of equilibrium(in terms of surface concentration dis
bution) were reproduced by directly injecting the pure liq
representing the minority phase into the majority phase
temperature below the critical one.

On the Earth, such a condition leads to solutal plum
phenomena that can exhibit a very intriguing behavior
this case the interaction between liquid drops and the
rounding miscible fluid is very complex. It is manifested
a fluid motion brought about by different coexisting mec
nisms: Marangoni convection, generated by the interfa
stresses along the drop surface and gravitational conve
driven by the volumetric buoyancy forces in the bulk of
fluid. Along these lines, some interesting results have
recently obtained by Lappaet al.10 It was shown that trans
tion to time-dependent periodic flow is possible when di
lution occurs in the presence of a thermal gradient. Sin
that preliminary analysis attention was limited to the crit
conditions for the onset of the aforementioned oscilla
flow, the present study is devoted to the investigation o
subsequent supercritical modes of convection. These reg
represent an even more relevant aspect of the problem
solidification process of immiscible metal alloys being u
ally carried out in the presence of relatively high tempera
gradients.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The cyclohexane-methanol couple is considered fo
experiments and the related equilibrium curve is give
Fig. 1 (other physical properties are listed in Table I).

The experiments have been performed using a cell m

of quartz, 1 cm31 cm34 cm, filled with liquid. The droplet
d

-

l
n

n

s
e

e

is formed at the tip of a capillary having diameter=1 m
(see Fig. 2). Methanol is injected from the bottom side of
test cell and the cell is filled by cyclohexane. The dro
anchored to the position of the needle(or capillary tube)
used to inject the liquid into the matrix.

The temperature of the system is controlled by Pe
elements at the top and bottom walls. The experimental
cedure includes the direct visual observation of the dro
and an interferometric analysis performed to analyze the
centration field. In particular, a Wollaston lateral shea
interferometer(Malacara) has been used to analyze refr
tion index gradients: fringes correspond to the locations
ing equal values of the component of gradient along
shearing direction. The variation of gradient along the sh
ing direction related to consecutive fringes is given

FIG. 1. Phase diagram(a) and density
versus methanol concentration(b) for
the cyclohexane-methanol syst
(data after Ref. 11).

TABLE I. Physical properties of the cycloexane-methanol system.

Dsm2 s−1d 2310−9

r1sKg m−3d 0.7823103

r2sKg m−3d 0.7693103

n1sm2 s−1d 1.03310−6

n2sm2 s−1d 1.275310−6

b1s¯d 4.62310−2

b2s¯d −4.95310−2

bT1sK−1d 1.14310−3

bT2sK−1d 1.14310−3

Cp1sJ Kg−1 K−1d 2.513103

Cp2sJ Kg−1 K−1d 1.863103

l1sJ m−1 s−1 K−1d 2.02310−1

l2sJ m−1 s−1 K−1d 1.25310−1

sTsdyne m−1 K−1d 17.42
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l /Ld , l being the wavelength,L the cell thickness, andd
the shearing distance. By rotating the Wollaston prism by
horizontal and vertical shearing can be obtained; for the
periment, in practice the direction is horizontal, being
problem axisymmetric along the capillary axis. The li
source is a diode laserl=638.6 nm(Micro Laser Systems)
and the wave-front deformation of the cell’s quartz w
amounts tol in order to reduce optical aberrations. A dig
camera(Hamamatsu) also has been used, having a sen
area of 8.5838.58 mm2, and a resolution of 102
31280 pixels.

Hereafter the drop liquid will be denoted as phase 1
the liquid matrix as phase 2.

III. NUMERICAL MODEL

A. Basic assumptions

Figure 2(a) shows the geometry of the problem. A th
modynamic constraint fixes the concentration jump betw
the interface sides. This jump, together with that of the
centration normal derivatives, in turn defines the entity o
dissolution cross flow through the interface.

The liquids are assumed with constant phase densit
transport coefficients. The drop is bounded by a sphe
liquid/liquid interface whose radius changes in time du
growth or dissolution. The hypothesis of spherical surfac
acceptable if zero-g conditions prevail or, on the ground,
the volume of the liquid drop is small(few millimeters)
and/or if the density difference between the two phase
very small(present case).

B. Moving boundary method

In a phase-field model, a phase-field variablef which
varies in space and time is introduced to characterize
phase. In place of the “sharp” transition from one phas
the other the phase-field varies smoothly but rapidly thro
an interfacial region. The effect is a formulation of the f
boundary problem that, in principle, does not require ap
cation of interfacial conditions at the unknown location o

phase boundary. This formulation is at the root of the mos
-

d
l

e

recent and popular methods used for moving boundary
lems[volume of fluid(VOF) methods, see, e.g., the excell
works of Hirt and Nichols,12 Brackbill et al.,13 Haj-Hariri et
al.,14 Rudman,15 Rider and Kothe,16 Gueyffier et al.17]. For
this reason in the present paper this strategy is adopte
the specific case of drops growing or dissolving in a ma
of different liquid, one must generally accomplish at le
two things simultaneously:(a) determine the concentrati
fields in both the liquid phases and(b) determine the positio
of the interface between the phase 1 and the phase 2.

C. Volume of fluid method for dissolving drops (DDVF)

The DDVF is a single region formulation and allow
fixed-grid solution to be undertaken. It is therefore abl
utilize standard solution procedures for the fluid flow
species equations directly, without resorting to mathema
manipulations and transformations.

The model is based on the mass balance equations
diffusion of the species is governed by the equationssdrop
=phase 1→f=1, matrix=phase 2→f=0d,

] C1

] t
= ff− ¹I · sVIC1d + D¹2C1g, s1d

] C2

] t
= s1 − fdf− ¹I · sVIC2d + D¹2C2g, s2d

whereD is the binary interdiffusion coefficient andC1 and
C2 are the concentrations of one of the two components(for
the present case it is methanol) in the minority (drop) and
majority (matrix) phases, respectively. The initial const
concentrations in the drop and in the matrix are denote
C1sod andC2sod, respectively(for the case under investigatio
C1sod=1, i.e., drop of pure methanol andC2sod=0, i.e., matrix
of pure cyclohexane).

The behavior of the two phases is coupled through
equilibrium concentration values imposed on the two s
of the interface. These values are provided by the miscib
law (see Fig. 1 and Ref. 11) according to the local value

FIG. 2. (a) Sketch of the geometrical configuration;(b)
liquid drop at the tip of the capillary tube.
tthe temperature of the interface(for isothermal conditions of
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course the equilibrium values are constant along the i
face). At the interface, the concentrations must satisfy
equilibrium conditions

C1ui = C1sedsTd, 0 , f , 1, s3d

C2ui = C2sedsTd, 0 , f , 1, s4d

this means that when a drop of pure methanol is injected
the cyclohexane, it is assumed that equilibrium at the liq
liquid interface is attained instantaneously(Perez De Orti
and Sawistowski18). Equations(3) and (4) behave as “mov
ing boundary conditions.”

Based on the local values off, the appropriate prope
ties and variables are assigned to each control volume w
the computational domain. Ifx denotes the generic flu
property(e.g., densityr, dynamic viscositym, thermal con
ductivity l, specific heat coefficientCp, etc.) the correspond
ing value in each cell is given by

x = x1f + x2s1 − fd, s5d

which means that the concept of mixed properties is us
interpret the cells containing multiple fluids. Accordingly,
governing equations are written for the whole computati
domain and the different phases are treated as a single
with variable material properties.

The flow is governed by the continuity, and Navi
Stokes equations,

¹I ·VI = 0, s6d

] srVId
] t

= − ¹Ip − ¹I · frVVIg + ¹I · fms¹VI + ¹VI
Tdg + FIg

+ FIMa, s7d

where

Fg = rgbbC1sC1 − C1soddcf + rgbbC2sC2 − C2soddcs1 − fd

+ rgfbT1sT − Tsoddgf + rgfbT2sT − Tsoddgs1 − fd,

s8ad

i.e., the Boussinesque approximation is used to mode
buoyancy forces,bc1 andbc2 are the solutal expansion co
ficients related to the mutual interpenetration of the phas
and 2,bT1 and bT2 the thermal expansion coefficients. T
source termsFIMa takes into account the other driving for
involved in the phenomena under investigation, i.e., the
rangoni effect. The strategy used herein to account for
force is, in fact, the continuum surface stress model(the
philosophy underlying this approach is quite complex an
not treated here for the sake of brevity; the reader will
all the necessary details in the excellent study of Haj-H
et al.14); with this model surface tension gradients along
interface(Marangoni stress) are incorporated as body forc
per unit volume in the momentum equations rather tha

boundary conditions
-

n

o

l
id

e

1

s

FIMa = − F ] s

] T
sIII − n̂n̂Id ·¹ITGu¹Ifu s8bd

(for further details about the parameter]s /]T for the couple
cyclohexane-methanol, see Warren and Webb19), III is the
identity matrix andn̂I is the unit vector perpendicular to t
fluid/fluid interfacen̂I=−¹If / u¹Ifu pointing towards the ma
trix.

The temperature distribution is governed by the en
equation

] rCPT

] t
= f− ¹I · srCPVITd + ¹I · sl ¹ITdg. s9d

The core of the DDVF method is its technique for upda
f. The tracking of the interface between the phases i
complished by the solution of a special continuity inte
equation for the volume of the liquid drop taking into
count the release or absorption of solute through the inte
(the liquid drop is assumed to be a sphere of radiusR in-
creasing due to growth or decreasing due to dissolution).

Assumingr1>r2 (see Table I), the jump specie balan
equation across the interface reads(see Bassano9)

DU ] C2

] n
U

i

+ C2ui
dR

dt
= DU ] C1

] n
U

i

+ C1ui
dR

dt
, s10ad

therefore, integrating over the surface of the drop, one
tains for the time evolution of the radius

dR

dt
= D

1

S
R 1

C1ui − C2ui
SU ] C2

] n
U

i

− U ] C1

] n
U

i
Ddl, s10bd

whereS is the surface of the drop, and]C/]n=¹IC·n̂I.
Equations(1), (2), (6), (7), (9), and (10b) represent

system of five partial differential equations and one ordi
differential equation whose solution governs the nonli
behavior of the physical system under investigation.
Navier–Stokes equations have been solved with the S
method. The method is not described here for the sak
brevity and since it is well known. For further details s
e.g., Refs. 20 and 21. A grid 4003100sNx3Nyd has bee
used to ensure good resolution and grid independence(see
Table II). According to the structure of the convective p
nomena under investigation, the computations are axi
metric.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

First the attention is briefly focused on the case of
thermal configuration, then the presence of a temper
gradient is discussed. It is worthwhile to stress how in
case of temperature constant throughout the system, th
set of Marangoni stresses at the drop surface is prevent
this case, in fact, neither temperature nor solutal grad
can exist at the interface separating the fluids(the equilib-
rium concentration values outside and inside the drople

spectively, are constant along the surface).
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A. The solutal plume in isothermal conditions

According to the experimental results, if a droplet
methanol is formed on the tip of a capillary immersed
the cyclohexane, in spite of the higher density of methan
convective plume is clearly observed; the plume originat
the tip of the drop and is directed upward(Fig. 3).

TABLE II. Grid refinement study:(a) maximum axial and radial veloci
components(uniform temperature distributionT=25 °C, initial drop vol-
ume 3µl, t=210 s); (b) oscillation frequency(]T/]x=1.5 °C cm−1, initial
drop volume 5µl).

a) Grid
umax310
scm/sd

vmax3102

scm/sd

100325 0.658 1.31

150337 0.886 1.83

200350 1.09 2.35

300375 1.19 2.78

4003100 1.21 2.81

b) Grid f0 sHzd

100325 2.44310−2

150337 3.07310−2

200350 3.55310−2

300375 3.80310−2

4003100 3.84310−2

FIG. 3. Rising plume from a droplet of methanol dissolving in cyclohex

(uniform temperature distributionT=25 °C, initial drop volume 3µl).
t

This phenomenon can be explained by the partic
density dependence as a function of the concentration fo
cyclohexane-methanol system. The density, in fact, is a
creasing function of the methanol concentration
0,C,C1, whereas it is an increasing function ofC for
C2,C,1 (C1 andC2 are the methanol concentrations at
consolute points of the miscibility diagram, see Fig. 1). For
instance, assuming isothermal conditions withT=25 °C, the
mixture surrounding the droplet is lighter than the exte
matrix and therefore a rising plume is originated(Fig. 3).
After an initial transient time, a quite stable buoyant ris
jet continuously carrying methanol towards the top of the
cell is created.

This case is particularly significant and relevant sinc
demonstrates(in principle) that drops sedimented to the b
tom of the enclosure containing the immiscible alloy
give rise to rising solutal jets even if they are heavier than
surrounding liquid.

B. NonIsothermal conditions, oscillatory behaviors,
and supercritical regimes

If a temperature gradients]T/]xd is applied to the liqui
matrix, by heating the top of the test cell and cooling
bottom, the regular release of methanol in the rising jet
cussed above, is taken over by a new spatiotemporal b
ior.

For sufficiently small values of the temperature grad
s]T/]xd, the transport of methanol in the rising jet is sim
to that obtained in the case of isothermal conditions, b
]T/]x exceeds a certain critical value depending on the
tial volume of the drop(for instance for a droplet havin
initial volume 5µl, the critical]T/]x is about 1.2 °C cm−1),
the aforementioned mechanism undergoes a transition
oscillatory axisymmetric complex flow pattern.

Instead of a steady regular plume, release of solut
curs in the form of discrete events separated by certain
(and thus space) intervals. The instability, in fact, lea
somehow to a periodic shooting of a packet of lighter flui
the surrounding liquid(Fig. 4).

This behavior appears in the generic meridian plan
the form of a couple of curls that are initially formed close
the drop surface and then are transported upward by b
ancy effects. The phenomenon behaves as a disturbanc
eling towards the top(i.e., a perturbation of the solutal a
flow field periodically rising along the symmetry axis).

These behaviors are confirmed by the numerical sim
tions (Fig. 5). They show that the curls in the interferen
fringes pattern correspond to the presence of a toroidal
vection roll periodically released at the peak of the diss
ing drop.

It is well known that Marangoni forces drive liquid fro
hot regions towards cold regions. Accordingly, on the sur
of the drop, Marangoni effects tend to drive liquid towa
the bottom. On the contrary solutal buoyancy effects a
the opposite direction. Therefore, if the test cell is he
from above and cooled from below, thermal Marangoni
solutal buoyancy flow counteract. In view of these argum

and according to the fact that the instability does not appear
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if the surface tension forces are artificially neglected in
simulations, a theory based on the delicate balance o
aforementioned counteracting phenomena has been pro
by Lappaet al.10 to explain the oscillatory behavior.

In the present paper the previous preliminary ana
(focused on critical conditions and on the influence of
initial volume of the droplet) is extended to the case of s
percritical modes of convection(regimes far from the bifur

FIG. 4. Experimental evolution of the unstable solutal plume: concent
cyclohexane with]T/]x=1.5 °C cm−1 sTaverage=27 °Cd: two periods of os

FIG. 5. Computed evolution of the unstable solutal plume: concentr
and flow field patterns for a 5µl droplet of methanol dissolving into a mat
of cyclohexane with]T/]x=1.5 °C cm−1 sTaverage=27 °Cd: one period o

oscillation is shownst=26 sd by means of subsequent snapshots.
e
ed

cation point). Moreover additional insights are provided w
regard to the intrinsic nature of the instability(this topic is
the subject of the following paragraph).

When the analysis is extended to supercritical condi
(«@1 where« is the ratio of the imposed temperature g
dient to the critical]T/]x) the phenomena exhibit an incre
ing degree of complexity. A very complex multicellu
structure is created above the drop. The periodic relea
the aforementioned convection roll tends, in fact, to bec
very intricate. Figures 6 and 7 show intriguing compu
stages of evolution of the solutal plume in the case
droplet having initial volume 5 µl and ]T/]x
=5 °C cm−1 s«>4d and 8 °C cm−1 s«>7d, respectively
Very complex scenarios arise. The rising jet is not only
ken into discrete temporal events, but loses its single-fi
structure(shown in Figs. 4 and 5). In the generic meridia
plane, in fact, two somewhat sinusoidal branches ap
(Figs. 6 and 7).

The frequency with which the toroidal vortices are
leased increases as a function of« and, accordingly, man
interacting rolls can simultaneously affect flow and so
distribution in the test cell(compare Figs. 5 and 6). Figure
8(b) shows, in particular, that the multicellular struct
along the symmetry axis is featured by a periodic altern
of toroidal rolls with small and large diameter. This effec
responsible for the ondulations in the aforementioned
opposed branches(visible in the concentration distributio
for the generic meridian plane).

Progression from spatial “order” to “disorder” versu«
is shown in Figs. 5, 6, and 7. Superimposed on these as
is the evolutionary transition from the initial steady state
final quasiperiodic fluctuating flow regime that appears if
phenomenon is considered from a temporal point of vie

If ]T/]x is sufficiently small a well-defined frequencyf0

can be identified but other incommensurable frequencie
perimpose on the principal one if]T/]x.5 °C cm−1 (see
Table III and the presence off1 for ]T/]x=8 °C cm−1).

Table IV summarizes the prominent spatial and temp
structure of the rising solutal jet as a function of the incr
ing ]T/]x: “stable plume,” “pulsating rising jet—single fi
ger structure,” “periodic shooting of solutal packet

and flow field patterns for a 5µl droplet of methanol dissolving into a matrix
on are shown.
ration
sinusoidally shaped branches,” “quasiperiodic shooting of
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solutal packets—sinusoidally shaped branches” are the
ferent possible stages of evolution of the system shown
spectively, in Figs. 3, 5, 6, and 7.

It is worthwhile to stress how numerical simulation is
fundamental importance within the context of these stu
From an experimental point of view, in fact, when the te
perature gradient is increased beyond 2 °C cm−1 the pattern
of fringes becomes so complex that a coherent reconstru
of the underlying velocity and concentration distribution
very difficult (often impossible). As an example Fig. 8(a)
shows the experimental fringes corresponding to]T/]x
=5 °C cm−1 for a fixed instant with the corresponding co
puted fields[Fig. 8(b)].

C. Discussion and critical comparison with
other systems

Over the last 40 years or so, buoyant jets and plu
have been studied in different fields of engineering and
ence to varying degree of detail. For instance, along t
lines, it is worth mentioning the excellent analyses of C

FIG. 6. Computed evolution of the unstable solutal plume: concentr
and flow field patterns for a 5µl droplet of methanol dissolving into a mat
of cyclohexane with]T/]x=5 °C cm−1 sTaverage=27 °Cd: (a) t=17.9 s;(b)
t=27.7 s; (c) t=34.2 s; (d) t=42.4 s; (e) t=52.2 s; (f) t=68.5 s; (g) t
=88.0 s; and(h) t=117.4 s.
egen and co-workers. They investigated typical instabilities
-
-

.

n

s
-
e

of rising buoyant jets for a number of different conditio
and fluid-fluid systems(e.g., candle flames and buoy
plumes).

In particular, Cetegen22 found toroidal vortex formatio
as a result of rapid buoyant acceleration of light plume
in heavier more or less quiescent surroundings. In ord
determine the parameter space where stable and un
states of these plumes exist, helium and helium-air mix
plumes were studied for a range of nozzle exit velocities
plume densities. The possible stable or unstable states
plume were categorized as “laminar nonpulsatile,” “lam
pulsatile,” “turbulent pulsatile,” and “intermittent pulsati
on the basis of the observed stationary, periodic, quas
odic, or nonperiodic temporal behavior.

Important similarities can also be found about the be
ior of pool fires. It is well known(Cetegen and Ahmed23)
that axisymmetric pool fires exhibit a periodic oscillat
motion close to their origin, often referred to as puffing.
fire, these periodic oscillations result in formation of lar
scale(of the order of burner diameter) flaming vortical struc

FIG. 7. Computed evolution of the unstable solutal plume: concentr
and flow field patterns for a 5µl droplet of methanol dissolving into a mat
of cyclohexane with]T/]x=8 °C cm−1 sTaverage=27 °Cd: (a) t=17.9 s;(b)
t=24.5 s; (c) t=27.7 s; (d) t=44.0 s; (e) t=52.2 s; (f) t=65.2 s; (g) t
=76.6 s; and(h) t=86.4 s.
tures at a short distance from the burner surface. These struc-
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tures significantly modify the downstream flame behavio
they rise through the flame and finally burnout near the fl
top.

It is crucial to point out how, despite the macrosco
analogies and apparent common features, however the c
and-effect relationships underlying these phenomena ex
notable differences with respect to the present case o
solving drops in nonisothermal conditions.

The experiments on buoyant plumes and pool fires
ried out by Cetegen and co-workers suggest(see the discus
sions in Cetegen and Ahmed23), in fact, that puffing is pri

FIG. 8. 5 µl droplet of methanol dissolving into a matrix of cyclohexa
with ]T/]x=5 °C cm−1 sTaverage=27 °C, t>90.0 sd: (a) experimenta
fringes for the lower half of the container,(b) computed vector velocit
field, and(c) concentration and flow field patterns.

TABLE III. Frequencies versus the applied temperature gradient(5 µl drop-
let of methanol dissolving into a matrix of cyclohexane).

]T/]x s°C cm−1d
f0 sHzd expt.

result
f0 sHzd num.

result
f1 sHzd num.

result

1.5 4.54310−2 3.84310−2 …

5 1.25310−1 1.0310−1 …

8 >1.7310−1 1.53310−1 8.73310−2
e-
it
-

-

marily a result of “buoyant flow instability.” The instabili
mechanism involves the strong coupled interaction of
toroidal vortex formed at a short distance above the bu
surface (or above the nozzle in the case of nonreac
plumes) through the perturbation it supplies to the flow fi
in the vicinity of flapping flame surface(or the nozzle exit).
These instabilities occur when the velocity in the core of
rising plume exceeds a critical value.

The flow instability related to the dissolving drop inv
tigated in the previous paragraphs does not follow from
instability pertaining to the jet; rather it is due to a delic
balance between two counteracting effects(buoyancy an
surface-tension-driven stresses) in a region close to the su
face of the dissolving drop(as proven by the numerical co
putations carried out “switching off” the Marangoni effec).

These special features make this instability more sim
to other categories of phenomena where free fluid-fluid
terfaces supporting Marangoni stresses are involved. A
these lines, in particular, the oscillatory instability that oc
in the case of air bubbles surrounded by liquid and tra
by gravity below heated walls(Raake and Siekmann24

Wozniaket al.25) should be mentioned.
Experiments indicate that, for a given radius, the fl

and temperature fields generated by the bubble becom
cillatory beyond a critical temperature gradient(measured b
the nondimensional corresponding Marangoni num).
From a kinematic point of view, two distinct classes(primary
and secondary) of oscillatory flows were identified in th
excellent analysis of Kassemi and Rashidnia.26

Their initial (first class) oscillatory patterns are in th
transverse direction and are mainly associated with azim
ally traveling waves in the flow field. In this case the p
nomenon is fully three-dimensional and both symmetric
asymmetric oscillatory temperature and flow fields are
sible that can be related to the number(even or odd) of
disturbance-lobes formed by the hydrothermal wave di
bance on the annular ring-shaped Marangoni roll aroun
bubble.

This first class of instabilities falls into the same c
egory of instabilities characterizing the case of liquid brid
of high Prandtl number liquids(transparent substances, e
Silicone oils) which have instigated much research in
literature(see, e.g., Chun and Siekmann,27 Lappaet al.28 and
references therein); usually investigators categorize
liquid-bridge oscillatory state with respect to the behavio
the generic meridian plane. In this plane, in fact, com

TABLE IV. Modes of convection as they appear in the generic mer
plane(5 µl droplet of methanol dissolving into a matrix of cyclohexane).

]T/]x s°C cm−1d Regime

,1.2 Stable plume

1.5 Pulsating rising jet—single finger structure

5 Periodic shooting of solutal packets
sinusoidally shaped branches

8 Quasiperiodic shooting of solutal packets
sinusoidally shaped branches
symmetric and asymmetric regimes of convection appear ac-
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cording to the azimuthal wave number. In practice, th
different oscillatory convective modes are caused by tra
ing of respectively symmetric or asymmetric(even or odd
azimuthal wave number, respectively) structures of periodic
ity in the azimuthal direction.

The second class of oscillatory patterns describe
Kassemi and Rashidnia,26 however, is symmetric in the axi
direction, and is associated with an axially traveling w
generating a mainly up-and-down axial movement in
flow and temperature fields.

This second class, not present in the case of li
bridges, seems to resemble the behavior previously desc
in the case of dissolving drop.

The analogy between the two instabilities, however, g
also beyond the observed macroscopic oscillatory pa
Some similarities can also be highlighted with respect to
underlying forces responsible for the time-dependent flo

The available results for the bubble case clearly indi
that the axially driven oscillatory state that occurs at h
Marangoni numbers is induced by the dynamic interac
between the buoyancy and surface tension effects, an
resulting combined gravitational convection and Maran
flow.

The mechanism elucidated by Kassemi and Rashid26

is the following: at higher Marangoni numbers, the M
rangoni convection is stronger and brings about a signifi

alteration of the temperature field around the bubble. An in-
-

d

.

e

t

teresting feature of this temperature field is the existence
distinct thermal structure in the form of cold return fl
intruding near the top of the bubble that is not presen
lower Ma (hereafter referred to as “cold finger”).

This cold finger plays a critical role in instigating t
oscillatory response of the flow since the origin of the c
vective instability is closely related to an intricate temp
coupling between the large-scale thermal structures, w
develop in the fluid in the form of the cold finger and
temperature sensitive surface of the bubble.

The cold finger can periodically reverse the local ther
gradient on the bubble free surface leading to the ons
oscillations(see their Fig. 12). Gravity enters the dynami
since it plays the important role of keeping the main
rangoni vortex near the bubble surface where all intera
occurs. In the absence of gravity the Marangoni vortex t
to grow unopposed until it nearly fills the entire enclosure
such a situation the mechanism with which the cold fin
affects the bubble surface is removed and the instabil
suppressed(their Figs. 14 and 15).

In the light of these aspects, this instability is basic
hydrothermal in nature like that described in the landm
analysis of Smith and Davis29 for the case of liquid layer
Most of the subsequent analyses on the instabilities of

FIG. 9. Temperature distribution for a 5µl droplet of
methanol dissolving into a matrix of cyclohexane w
]T/]x=1.5 °C cm−1 sTaverage=27 °Cd: two snapshot
(with related enlargment of the zone close to the d
surface) are shown corresponding tot= to (a) and t= to
+t /2 (b) wheret is the period of oscillation.
rangoni flow(also concerning quite different systems as liq-
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uid bridges, annular configurations) rely on the landmar
study of Smith and Davis(see, e.g., the discussions in Lap
et al.30).

This type of instability is not relevant for the pres
case related to dissolution of drops. In fact, visualizatio
the computed thermal field corresponding to Fig. 5 does
show the presence of any cold finger impinging on the fl
fluid interface (Fig. 9). There is no reversion of the loc
thermal gradient on the free surface(Fig. 10). Moreover the
axisymmetric behavior does not belong to a secondary
of instabilities. It is a “primary” bifurcation of the flow.

As mentioned before, the instability investigated by K
semi and Rashidnia26 is basically an instability of the Ma
rangoni toroidal convection roll wrapped around the bu
very similar to that arising in the case of liquid bridges w
Pr@1. Gravity plays only a marginal role in the rela
mechanisms: as previously explained it makes possibl
existence of a cold finger that can periodically perturb
surface temperature distribution leading to a periodic re
sion of the thermal gradient. The presence of gravity is
necessary in the case of liquid bridges since even in zg
conditions a cold finger is always present near the hot
which is created by the return flow that brings cool fl
away from the cold wall along the symmetry axis(the cold
liquid is carried toward the hot surface at a rather high p
tion, see, e.g., Lappaet al.30).

The present instability related to the dissolving dro
different as it follows from the direct opposition of count
acting forces(a correct denomination should be “mix
thermocapillary-solutogravitational instability”). As a conse
quence of such a nature, in fact, the drop is not surrou
by a Marangoni vortex with fixed position and undergo
minute accelerations and decelerations in the axial dire
(such as in the bubble case). Rather the drop continuous
generates vorticity with the periodic(or quasiperiodic) re-

FIG. 10. Temperature distribution on the drop surface for the same c
tions of Fig. 9s]T/]x=1.5 °C cm−1d.
lease of rising toroidal rolls(the generation of “curls” close
t

s

e

-
t

,

d

to the drop surface is strictly related to the counterac
behavior of buoyancy and surface tension forces that lea
the continuous production of vorticity).

All these elements support the conclusion that a diffe
class of instabilities has been identified. The behaviors
cussed in the present analysis are heretofore unsee
might represent an original contribution to the fluid dyn
ics of drops in liquid-liquid systems(fundamental researc)
as well as to the field of materials(with miscibility gap)
science.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Some curious and intriguing behaviors that occur w
liquid droplets are dispersed in an external partially misc
matrix under the effect of imposed temperature grad
have been investigated using transparent model liquids

These phenomena have been unmasked by very r
experimentation carried out in the framework of microg
ity studies and are still poorly known or ignored by resea
ers involved in fluid-dynamics fundamental studies as
as by professionals in the metallurgy and foundry field. T
are of prime practical interest to ground-based immisc
alloys processing. The oscillatory thermosolutal convec
generated by the drop and its increasing degree of com
ity when the imposed temperature gradient is increase
fact, could influence solute segregation and interfere with
solidification mechanisms of the considered alloy in a
nificant manner.

Critical comparison of the results with other import
studies concerning similar(from a macroscopic point
view) phenomena has led to the conclusion that the cu
flow instability, following from the delicate balance betwe
counteracting thermal Marangoni forces and solutal b
ancy effects, represents a new and relevant class of phe
ena that can be present when processing on the g
liquid-liquid systems with miscibility gap.
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